We present the description of our submission to SemEval-2016 Task 2, for the sub-task of aligning pre-annotated chunks between sentence pairs and providing similarity and relatedness labels for the alignment. The objective of the task is to provide interpretable semantic textual similarity assessments by adding an explanatory layer to aligned chunks. We analysed the provided datasets, considering lexical overlap, the part of speech tags and the synonyms of the words in the chunks, and developed a rule-based system reflecting that analysis. Our system performance indicates that when sentence pairs are similar, alignment of chunks can be performed fairly well using lexical information alone without syntactic or semantic analysis. The advantage of our system is that we can easily trace when chunks are aligned.
Introduction
We developed a system for SemEval-2016 Task 2: "Interpretable Semantic Textual Similarity" (Agirre et al., 2016) , which requires the development of a system that labels aligned chunks of a sentence pair, in terms of their similarity or relatedness. Our approach is based on a detailed analysis of the provided annotation guidelines for the task and the annotated training data.
The annotation guidelines for the task indicate how to align the chunks of two sentence pairs and how to label the similarity or relatedness types and assign scores. Annotations are provided for three different training sets: headlines, images and student responses to questions. Chunks consist of a word or contiguous words. The training sets come in the form of sentence pairs, pre-annotated chunks with their alignment and alignment labels.
The number of sentence pairs for the training and test sets supplied is, respectively: headlines -726 and 375; images -750 and 375; and student answers -330 and 344. The test sets come with the pre-annotated chunks but without alignments or labels. Participants of the sub-task are required to align the pre-annotated chunks and provide the similarity and relatedness assessment for the alignment, which is considered as an explanatory layer that enriches measurement of similarity between the sentence pairs.
The alignment types are semantically equivalent (EQUI), opposite in meaning (OPPO), similar in meaning but specific to the chunk in the first sentence (SPE1), similar in meaning but specific to the chunk in second sentence (SPE2), similar in meaning (SIMI) and related in meaning (REL). Additional types, are factuality (FACT) and polarity (POL). For chunks with no alignment, the label is NOALI. The similarity and relatedness scores are 5 for equivalent (i.e. EQUI//5), [4, 3] for very similar or closely related, [2, 1] for slightly similar or somehow related and 0 for completely unrelated (i.e. NOALI//0).
In order to demonstrate that the relationship between chunks are based on lexical selection, Abney (1991) uses context-free grammar to describe the structure of chunks, providing a definition of a chunk from a linguistic perspective, which he hypothesizes is closer to how humans parse texts. His definition provided room for computational implementation. Thus, for this SemEval sub-task, we attempt to understand how lexical overlap, syntactic (more precisely, Part of Speech (PoS) categories), and word synonyms can be used to align chunks, as this information is not provided. Even though string, substring and approximate string matching have been well studied (Yu et al., 2006; Chang and Lawler, 1990; Cole and Hariharan, 2002; Gusfield, 1997) , there have been fewer attempts to assess similarity based on not only lexical/character-level overlap but also incorporating other linguistic characteristics. Therefore we attempt to explore the use of this more linguistic information in chunk alignment. We manually examined the annotation guidelines and training set supplied to understand how the chunks are aligned and how the similarity and relatedness labels may be assigned based on this information. Our objective is to develop rules for an automatic system that can effectively align and label the chunks between sentence pairs.
Data Analysis
We perform manual data analysis considering lexical matches, part of speech (PoS) categories and synonyms on the headlines training set and derived the rules based on our observation. Through an iterative process, we observed how well the rules derived generalise to the other two training sets (i.e., images and student-answers) and refined the rules. Due to time constraints, the rules were derived mostly from headlines training set and tested on the other two datasets with limited rule refinement iterations from the other two datasets. We summarise our rules below according to the type of lexical match, noting how they correspond to alignment label and score.
[Punctuations], such as full stop and comma, which are pre-annotated as individual chunks, do not align.
[Identical string] Two identical chunks align directly, and indicate equivalence with relatedness of 5. For example, injured ⇐⇒ injured; in Iraq ⇐⇒ in Iraq. Although the label EQUI//5 is provided, its interpretation as direct lexical matching is confirmed.
[Sub-string] Lexical overlap where the chunk from one sentence is a proper sub-string of another generally results in alignment to create similar meaning, with one chunk being more specific than the other (SPE1 or SPE2). For example: SPE1//gay marriage bill ⇐⇒ gay marriage; SPE2//airstrike ⇐⇒ new airstrike. The following generalisations are also made:
• [Verb and verb agreement] If the PoS tag for the words in the chunks is a verb, direct matching with an addition of 's' on any of the chunks will produce alignment of EQUI//5. For example: kill ⇐⇒ kills; recognizes ⇐⇒ recognize. This captures the situtation that not all EQUI//5 cases are direct matching; in this case the verb is aligned and the variation reflects only verb agreement.
• [Plural and singular] If the PoS for the words in both the chunks is a noun, direct lexical overlap, with an addition of 's' on each side will produce alignment SIMI//4. For example: Suicide bomber ⇐⇒ Suicide Bombers; despite concession ⇐⇒ despite concessions. This occurs when the chunks are the same noun, but plural/singular variants.
• [Syntactic function 'to'] Direct matching of 'to' on either side of the chunks will create alignment of EQUI//5. For example:
to vote ⇐⇒ vote; to NZ same-sex marriage ⇐⇒ New Zealand same-sex marriage
[Number] For chunks containing numbers, several subcases apply.
Two chunks containing the same number results in EQUI//5. For example:
at 91 ⇐⇒ aged 91; Boeing 787 Dreamliner ⇐⇒ on 787 Dreamliner
• Otherwise, chunks with digits are aligned to produce alignment label of SIMI. The Relatedness score depends on the differences of the digits extracted from the chunks. We have identified the following heuristics:
-If the difference is greater than 100, alignment will produce Relatedness of 1 (e.g., to 35 years ⇐⇒ to 1,000 years) -If the difference is between 30 and 100, assign Relatedness 2 (e.g., At least 45 ⇐⇒ At least 13) -If the difference is between 7 and 10, assign Relatedness 3 (e.g., 17 ⇐⇒ 10) -if the difference is less than 7, assign Relatedness 4 (e.g., 17 ⇐⇒ 15)
[Single word match] Generally, if a single word in a chunk is string equivalent to a word in another multi-word chunk, they will align. For example: in bus accident ⇐⇒ in road accident. The following related generalisations are also made:
If the two chunks contain a synonymous word rather than an identical word, the chunks are aligned and given labels of EQUI//5. For example: China stocks ⇐⇒ Chinese stocks; From Soccer ⇐⇒ from football.
• [PP -modifier to head noun] If the words in the chunks are prepositional phrases (PP) with the same head noun but different modifiers, the chunks are aligned with a label of SIMI//4. For example: as legitimate representative ⇐⇒ as sole representative.
• 
Methodology
In order to understand the effect of lexical overlap in aligning chunks between sentences, we developed two separate systems: LexiM and Rev, although we only submitted one run for this sub-task, which is the Rev system. Both systems are implemented in Java and strictly rule-based systems. LexiM, a system purely based on lexical overlap contained 13 rules. The rules are based on string or sub-string matches, which follow the category of our data analysis but excluding cases that considers PoS or word synonym, or the rules that require conversion to root word. We performed error analysis on the other training sets but the overall performance is compared to the baseline approach supplied by the organiser (Table 1) . Rev extends LexiM by adopting the rules of LexiM as outlined in Section 2 (excluding the Misc rule), with addition of string distance and semantic similarity-based strategies. LexiM works to align chunks which have lexical overlap, while string similarity and semantic distance work in two ways. The first way is to align chunks that that cannot be handled with those rules and follow by assining labels to the aligned chunks. The second way is for the chunks that are aligned through LexiM, the string distance and semantic similarity rule will provide similarity and relatedness labels. There are existing tools which perform tasks such as string distance measurement like SecondString (Cohen et al., 2003) and stringmetric (Madden, 2013) , PoS taggers like Stanford Parser (Klein and Manning, 2003) , and dictionary for synonymous words like WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) . Cohen et al. (2003) shows that Jaro-Winkler is an effective string distance metric for name matching task. Liu et al. (2010) has shown that TESLA, a similarity metric that considers both PoS tags and semantic equivalence (based on WordNet synsets), is effective in the task of auto-matic evaluation of machine translation in English language. We used Jaro-Winkler proximity (SecondString implementation) for string distance measurement, and TESLA for semantic similarity measurement.
We analyzed the chunks in terms of their string distance and semantic similarity scores, relating the scores to the similarity and relatedness types and scores in the annotated data. We identified the lowest, average and highest values for the string distance and semantic similarity measures for each association type and score, for example: REL//1 corresponds to {string distance: 0.0, 0.19, 0.43} and {semantic similarity: 0.04, 0.18, 0.5}. Subsequently, we developed rules for alignment using string distance and semantic similarity where both ranges must be satisfied in order for the rules to be applied. Chunks that do not fulfill any of the rules or similarity criteria will be assigned as NOALI//0.
Results and Discussion
The evaluation method determined by the organiser is F 1 -score (Powers, 2011). As shown in our results tables (Table 1 and 2), F 1 -score is calculated separately for the aligned chunks (Ali), the alignment type (Type), the similarity and relatedness score (Score) and combination of alignment type and score (Typ+Sco).
The performance of LexiM helps to understand the effect of lexical overlap and sub-string matches in aligning chunks between sentence pairs. We compared the results to the baseline approach (Agerri et al., 2014) provided (Table 1, the Student-Answers baseline is not provided (NS)). The baseline approach is a multilingual Natural Language Processing (NLP) tool that can perform tokenization and segmentation, statistical POS tagging and lemmatization, Named Entity Recognition tagger, probabilistic chunker and constituent parser for several languages, including English. LexiM, although consists of lexical overlap and sub-string matches rules, outperformed the baseline (Table 1) . This demonstrates that alignment of chunks can be performed purely using lexical matching; the lexical information was useful for identifying overlaps between the chunks, especially in the case of similar sentences.
Some of the examples where LexiM produces at the negative connection. ⇐⇒ the battery. There are cases where the alignment by LexiM is interpretable. For example in the images dataset, LexiM produced SPE1//4//in front of yellow flowers ⇐⇒ in a field, while gold standard labels is SIMI//2. Another case, LexiM produced SPE2//4//sheep ⇐⇒ A sheep while the standard labels are EQUI//5. Even if only two sentences with the chunks are provided, the system is able to produce a reasonable alignment of the chunks.
We observed slight improvement in F 1 -scores between LexiM and Rev. The difference between LexiM and Rev is additional lexical information like PoS and synonym. We performed error analysis on the output of LexiM and Rev with comparison to the baseline approach which uses probabilistic approach. We performed error analysis to understand this better: Rev produced correct alignment and labels EQUI//5//sleeps ⇐⇒ asleep considering the both words are synonymous, while LexiM is able to align the chunks lexically with wrong labels and the baseline approach fails to align the chunks; Rev is able to align standing ⇐⇒ grazing but with wrong labels, while LexiM and the baseline approach fails to align the chunks. This shows that adding additional information like PoS and syn- onym can assist in alignment and labelling of the aligned chunks. The overall performance of Rev using the test sets is presented in Table 2 . As stated previously, the rules are derived mostly from the headlines dataset. Therefore it is unsurprising that Rev exhibits the best performance over the headlines test set. Indeed, it performs slightly better on the headlines test set than on the corresponding training set; although the reasons for this are unclear, it suggests that the rules captured in Rev have indeed captured reasonable generalizations.
Unfortunately, Rev did not perform well for the other two datasets because the rules are too specific to the headlines dataset. There are many more other potential rules which could be derived from the other datasets; more targeted effort in rule development for those data sets would improve the performance of Rev. It is also clear from the results that the current rules in Rev are quite brittle; they did not perform well in comparison to other submissions for the task.
Using the chunk alignments produced by Rev, we can easily provide an explanation for the alignment by highlighting the rule that facilitated the alignment. Here are some examples of this, concentrating on cases without direct lexical matching: [Synonymous root word] a set of stairs ⇐⇒ steps.
[Synonymous root word] jumps ⇐⇒ leaps.
[Number] 22 Dead ⇐⇒ 89 dead.
[Plural and singular] The dog ⇐⇒ Three dogs.
The weakness of Rev is that the rules are limited to the direct observations of the training set, and only consider a narrow set of linguistic characteristics. Clearly, other linguistic rules could be incorporated. For instance, an antonym dictionary could be consulted; this would directly benefit the OPPO label included in the task.
Conclusion
Based on the observation that pairs of chunks that align are often lexically very similar, we have concentrated on alignment using a lexical approach. Although deriving and iteratively refining rules manually is a time consuming process, this process is helpful to build an interpretable semantic textual similarity system. As future work, we plan to directly include an indication of the rule that produced the alignment as an additional explanation in the output, beyond the similarity and relatedness scores and types alone. There are many other types of linguistic analysis that can be performed and we will consider incorporating these as future enhancements to our system.
